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Recently, Watson’s 97-year history took a surprising, 
yet very favorable turn when Doug and David Watson 
capitalized on the opportunity to regain 100% ownership 
of the family business. This fateful event not only allows 
Watson to continue with its longstanding ideology of 
factory-direct sales and support, it also frees Watson 
to reassert its long established position in the heavy 
foundation market with the introduction of a new CAT 
based 50 ton hydraulic drill.

The new 7300 was introduced at ConExpo this year 
and received much acclaim for the unique approach 
to CAT based drills. One of the most distinguishing 
characteristics is the “boom forward” design of the short 
mast. By combining a mast that lays forward for travel 
with a top drive moving rotary and Watson’s revolutionary 

QuickLock kelly bars, the rig achieves unmatched depth 
capabilities of over 90’ while staying under 30’ height. 
For deeper holes, the interchangeable long mast version 
increases depth capacity to 155’ while still allowing the 
bars to remain on the machine for transport. 

Kelly bars are one of the most important yet most 
neglected elements of drill rigs in terms of innovation. 
Watson’s patent pending round locking kelly bar design, 
introduced in 2017, increases the crowd lock surface area 
by 8X when compared to the industry average. It also 
solves the frustrating problem of “hunting” for crowd locks 
without adding electronic gadgetry and sensors. The 
locking operation happens in plain sight of the operator 
rather than deep in the hole. Result: faster, easier to use 
bars that require minimal upkeep.
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The proven tri-drive rotary design, first produced in 
2015, achieves ever important simplicity by replacing 
complicated shift-able planetaries and damage prone 
clutches with three simple planetaries achieving  
140,000 ft-lbs of TrueTorque and 85 RPM spinoff. “True-
Torque” is actual tested torque at the tool rather than the 

commonly published “nominal” torque – a theoretical 
value typically 15-20% higher than actual torque.

Another first in this CAT based drill is the rear-mounted, 
single-layer grooved kelly winch combined with Watson’s 
trademark controlled freefall. By positioning the winch 
at the rear of the machine, Watson’s standard of a well-
balanced drill is achieved while also eliminating the 
frustration of multilayer winches. A hydraulic counter-
weight removal system is added for ease in minimizing 
the transport weight when necessary. This re-imagining 
of a CAT based machine allow for another advantage: 
excellent balance that allows for big tools and full winch 
pull at full parallelogram reach.

Critical to the next generation, Watson drills is a clean 
interface to the Next Generation CAT “Hex” excavators. 
By utilizing a dedicated working valve and hydraulic 
controls already proven in the popular third generation 
ExcaDrill series, the 7300 requires minimal modification 
to the CAT machine thus greatly simplifying the job of the 
technician when diagnosing any issues with the machine. 

The 7300 is the first of several new hydraulic designs from 
Watson. For more information, please call 1-800-927-
8486, email sales@watsonusa or visit our website www.
watsonusa.com for more pictures and information. 
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